WORKFORCE AND SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
Fifth Ave. & Cordova St. (130 rooms; some doubles)
Status: Purchase agreement pending

COMPLEX CARE
303 W. Fireweed Lane (61 rooms; some doubles)
Status: Sale closed March 30; will open in June

SUBSTANCE MISUSE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
660 E. 48th Ave. (Up to 68 individuals)
Status: Renovation underway

NAVIGATION CENTER AND SHELTER
Tudor and Elmore roads (Up to 200 single adults; surge capacity for 130 more)
Status: In design

New projects included in the facilitated plan

April 2022
FROM HOMELESS TO STABLY HOUSED

Spring 2022 and beyond
A client and community focused approach for Anchorage

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP ENHANCING ANCHORED HOME
Anchorage’s community plan to make homelessness rare, brief, and one-time

- Multiple Navigation Centers: Focused on moving people experiencing homelessness into permanent housing. Centers provide temporary living space while case managers connect individuals to jobs, public benefits, health services, shelter, and housing.
- Smaller facilities scattered around town.
- Lessen impact on any one neighborhood.
- Focus on needs of very different populations.
- No wrong door; coordinated entry.

EXIT SULLIVAN ARENA
About 400 people now housed there

Complements and integrates with established shelters, service hubs, and coordinated shelter intake

TAILOR CARE TO CLIENTS
Thru navigation centers, shelters and transitional housing

Single adults
Purpose-built structure with emergency overflow capacity.

Special populations
Add housing units for couples, elders, women and LGBTQ+.

Complex needs
Renovate space to shelter the most vulnerable people.

Those in need of treatment
Open center for substance misuse treatment and housing.

STABLE HOUSING REMAINS THE GOAL
+ Add more than 300 units of workforce and permanent supportive housing.
+ Supports will ensure success: Case management, landlord liaisons and critical services.

A plan that Anchorage can be proud of. Let’s care for our vulnerable neighbors compassionately and effectively.

Updated April 11, 2022. Proposal developed by working group from the Bronson administration and Anchorage Assembly.